SUSAN’S RALLY APRIL 24, 2016
The Winners
1st place: Rich Rodkey
135 points with a time of 2:20
John Olavesen
David B Waller
Kirk Baxter
Sebastian Bermudez
2nd place: Angela Segari
Luis Salinas
Bruce Austin
Marlon Young

135 points with a time of 3:15

3rd place: "SMO MOBILE"
Bill Smolensky
Lin Smolensky
Donna Lewis
Norman Lewis

125 points with a time of 3:01

Answers
POINT 1 [

/ 10]

Be careful as you pull out into traffic, make 2 lefts and at the caretaker of sheep turn left, go 9 tenths of
a mile, stop in. You are at POINT 1! Where are you, and get an autograph? Billie Jean (Cookie Downs,
also acceptable) [5 pts] What percentage of individuals who were diagnosed with cancer since 2002
are doing fine? 68%
[5 pts] See, was that hard?

POINT 2 [

/ 10]

Continue north for 2.6 miles. Finally, light of day. On the Shepherd Raceway, when you have a choice of
going on a bridge or under a bridge, pick the former. Say hi to Bruce’s old restaurant. Notice the
renovation of West End! [5 pts] for the whole name of this restoration. West End Methodist Church .
Pass a SUSAN’S RALLY supporter for the last 23 years, SEGARI’S! All this in 2.6 miles. Turn right before
you pass over the “Houston Canal” that now has company making “The Venice of Texas “ a logical new
Houston nickname. At the WE LOVE HOUSTON, you are at POINT 2! Who was the sculptor? David
Addicks [5 pts] We will be seeing this in another location soon. Enjoy the pass by!

POINT 3 [

/ 30]

Continue on, veering left, and at the 12th President of The United States, turn right. Who succeeded
him? Fillmore [5 pts] What Ward are you in and when was it founded? 1st [5 pts] & 1840 [5 pts]

Go past 4 seasons, “MAHATMA”, Art, and High Fashion. At the conceiver of the 1st Westminster Abbey,
turn left. On your way to a photo finish with flags waving, turn left. Today is the last of the “Fest”! This
is POINT 3! Go in and tell me the subject matter of Jamie Schilling and Karen Glaser art. Solar [5 pts] &
Swamps
[5 pts] Tell me the dates of next year’s event. ______4/23/17________________[5 pts]

POINT 4 [

/ 10]

Return to the entrance, turning left. Go to the opposite of gold and turn right! Cross a railroad, and
turn right at “Art Kung Fu”. [5 pts] for its subject. Hand . Turn left at a famous “painter” who made
Sam into a Mark. Pass Buccee’s mascot, a famous cupola lid, keeping right, prepare to take a picture of
a beautiful city! Once you are back on ground, turn right after an overpass. Say hello to POINT 4! Pull
in, jump out, and tell me what is behind the building after you climb the stairs.
Lee and Joe Jamail
Skate Park [5 pts] Thanks to Joe and Lee for what you have done for Houston kids!

POINT 5 [

/ 10]

Continue by passing on the Sabine Bridge. Follow the arrows, as they show you the reclamation of Allen
Parkway! Veer right, passing “The Seven Continents”, and turn left over the “bat cave”. Travel to our
snooty neighbor to the north, and turn left. Pass William Howard and Robert’s street, and at
Congregation Beth Israel, turn in and enjoy the oldest Temple in the city. You are at POINT 5! What one
name greets you as you walk out the doors of the Temple? Wise [10 pts]

POINT 6 [ / 10]
Continue to the pass through, and remember the famous adage of Horace Greely. Then turn right when
you can, and make a right at our sister city to the north. Don’t hesitate when you can curve to turn at a
February 14th favorite. Park strategically. Lots of traffic, but a quick picture of the two historical
markers gives you POINT 6! Who do these markers honor for [10 pts]?
The Allen Bros. – August
Chapman & John K.

POINT 7 [

/ 25]

Continue on passing the “The Rose of Sharon” and a former President who was the only President to
serve two non-consecutive terms. Name him. G. Cleveland
[5 pts] Turn left at a notable orator.
Then travel till a French tree limb or Lucille’s street say turn right. On your left is Matthew Knowles
place. Turn in. Beyonce grew up on this property. Say hi, you’re at POINT 7! Go in and tell me the name
of the studio.
House of Dereon Media
[5 pts] & the significance of this wonderful historic home!
Rice Mansion [5 pts] How many albums sold here were collectively sold under Mr. Knowles tutelage?
> 40 million [10 pts] Notice the new downtown Post Office!

POINT 8 [

/ 5]

Turn left out the gate. When you can go no further, follow the arrows. Turn left at an old watch
company. Pass a former Rally house, and when you are emancipated, circle the block and tell me how
much is being spent on the structural redesign. $25,085,000 [5 pts] You’re at POINT 8!

POINT 9 [

/ 20]

When you come back to the old watch company, pause. Tell me the significance of the building on the
opposite corner and year it was constructed. 6th Church of Christ Science (coloured) [5 pts] & 1941
[5 pts] Turn left at the first Irish confederate hero who saved Texas from those pesky Yanks at The
Battle of Sabine. [5 pts] for his name and rank. Dick Dowling, Major . Pass two lights, turning right
at the 3rd. Stay left till you have to take a plane and head that way. Pass the campus you will visit soon
then pass a planned parent which strives to have planned offspring. Don’t make a call, but a tip of the
hat to, a past rally point, the Orange Show. “Shalom” and when you have a chance to “Broad”en your
horizons, veer right, and then turn right at the arrow. Enjoy a trip into an area that will become the
place to buy in less than 5 years. Pass the famous “scratch and dent” of Houston. Name it. Sears
Outlet [5 pts]. When you get to a PALM STATION, you are at POINT 9. THE Palm Station!

POINT 10 [

/ 20]

All Aboard! One half of your car now transfers to the Metro Rail Purple Line. Purple representing all
cancer! Purchase your tokens and enjoy a fun ride to the Dynamo! Riders take your Susan’s Rally card
with instructions. Your job in the car is 1) to count the number of sculptures on your trip 4 [5 pts] &
the number of birds on the Leeland Street graffiti. 5 [5 pts] 2) To follow your Partners’ train! But
when you get to the 11th President turn left and follow these instructions: Take a right at a popular local
tree and pollen producer, then left at a State House. When you get to the dead end, remember this
location 10 years ago when it was a field? Turn right. Drive to corner or go to Texas BBQ, and pick up
your partners in crime. You are at POINT 10! What is this station? Eado [10 pts]
You have now finished Susan’s Rally 2016! Everyone enjoy a leisurely drive to the Post Oak Grill via
the Memorial/Woodway Drive route! The Party awaits! Thanks for your sporting spirit!
Bruce

